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1. In a paper published recently in this Journal, Watson * obtained a reduction formula
for the integral

He showed that this reduction formula could be written in the form :

If Hn= I {-l)n
r=0

.then
(2o-n)(o-n)Hn+2-QnHn+1+SnHn=0, (1.1)

where

and 2cr=a+/3+y + 8, 203=a -jS-y + 8.
As Watson remarked, Hn can be expressed in terms of a hypergeometric series 32'72with

final element unity, and so (1.1) gives a relation between three contiguous hypergeometric
series of this type. In fact,

a , w o Sx p [ ~n> -8,a+y-n + \;"]

Thus, if we write

- « , -8 ,a+y-7 i + l;"

the relation (1.1) becomes
(2a -n)(o -n){y -n){y -n -1){P + 8 -n)(p + 8 -n -1) Kn+2

-n)Kn+1+SnKn=0 (1.2)

We now use the transformation f

3^2 |

and we find that

fa, b, c;l_r(d+e-a-b-c)r(d) ra,e-b,e-c;l
L d,e J r(d-a)r(d + e - b - c ) 3 2 l e , d + e - b - c ] ' (

•where
-n, -p,n-2o-L ;1

-R-8 -a-P I"
* Watson (3). I am indebted to Professor Watson for showing me his paper before publication,
t See Bailey (1), 18.
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Thus (1.2) becomes

This relation is of a simpler kind than (1.2), since only two of the parameters in Ln depend
on n.

In this paper I show how to obtain relations between contiguous hypergeometric func-
tions of the type SF2. We shall incidentally obtain another proof of Watson's reduction
formula, and we shall see that (1.2) and (1.4) are true when n is not restricted to be a positive
integer.

2. We denote by F the function

fa, b,c; xl
3 2 L d, e J '

and by Fa+, Fa_ the same function when a is changed to a + 1, a - 1, with a similar notation
when the other parameters are so changed.

It is easily shown that, if 8 denotes xdjdx,

aFa+=(8+a)F (2.1)
Also, from the differential equation

[8(8 + d-l)(8+e-l)-a;(8+a)(8+&)(8+c)].F=O, (2.2)

we get, changing a into a — I,

(a-l)(d-a)(e-a)Fa_

= [{8i + 8(d+e-a-l) + (d-a)(e-a)}-x{8+b){8+c)](8+a-l)F(t_,

and so, by (2.1),

(d -a)(e -a)Fa_=[{82 + 8(d+e -a -1) + (d -a)(e -a)} ~x(8 +b)(8 +c)]F (2.3)

Similarly we can show that *

(e-l).F_=(8+e-l)JP, (2.4)

x(a-e)(b~e)(c-e)Fe+

=e[8(8 +d -1) -x{82 + 8(a+b+c -e)+bc+ca+ab -e(a+b+c)+e2}]F (2.5)

By repeated applications of these formulae, as I remarked in (2), the function

p»+l6+m,e+»;*l 6)
3 2L d+p e+q j 'd+p, e+q

where I, m, n, p, q are integers, can be expressed in terms of .F, BF', 82F, and from four relations
of this type we can eliminate F, 8F, B2F and so obtain a homogeneous linear relation between
any four contiguous functions.

Now, when a; =1, the relation (2.2) simplifies and gives 82F in terms of F and 8F, and by
operating on (2.2) with 8, S2, ..., we can find 82.F, 83.F, ... in terms of F and 8F. Thus the
function (2.6), with x. = 1, can be expressed in terms of F and BF, and so there is a homogeneous
linear relation connecting any three contiguous functions of the type 3.Fa(l).

* Compare Bailey (2), § 4, where (2.5) is given incorrectly.
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3. I now apply this method to prove (1.4) when n is not restricted to be an integer. From
(2.3), with b changed to b +1, we get

b(d-a)(e-a)Fa_ib+

= [{82 + 8{d +e -a-1) + (d-a)(e -a)} -x(8 +b + 1)(8 + c)-](8 +b)F (3.1)

Now put x=l in (2.2) and (3.1), and we get

[82(d + e -a -b - c - 2 ) + 8{(d - l ) ( e - 1 ) -be -ca -ab} -abc]F = 0 (3.2)
and

b(d -a)(e -a)Fa_i b+ =[S(d + e -a -b -c -2) + (d -a)(e -a) -c(b + 1)](S +b)F

-a + l)(d+e-a-b-c-l)+b(d-a)(e-a)-bc(b-a + l)]F (3.3)

on using (3.2). Now interchange a and b in (3.3), and eliminate SF from the two relations,
and we get

. ...(3.4)

This is equivalent to (1.4) when n is not necessarily an integer, and (1.2) can be derived
from it by using (1.3). A direct proof of (1.2) could be given by using the method of this
paper, but, although Sn is easily obtained, the derivation of the form of Qn given by Watson
entails extremely involved work. On the other hand, the derivation of the value of Qn when
obtaining (1.4) from (3.4) is quite brief.

It will be noticed that, when d+e=a+b+c + l, that is, when the 3F2 are Saalschiitzian
(though not necessarily terminating), (3.3) gives a simple relation between Fa_t b+ and F.

The formula (3.4) is a degenerate form of a relation connecting four functions of the
type 3F2(x). Thus, from (2.2) and (3.1) it is easily shown as above that, when the final
element of each 3F2 is x,

b(a-b + l){d-a)(e-a)Fa_ib+-a(b-a +

= (a-b)[c{b-a + l){a-b + l)x+de(a+b-l)-2(d+e)ab+ab(a+b

+ (a-b + l)(a-b)(a-b-l)(l-x)SF, (3.5)

where, of course, SF =-^- Fa+_ b+> e+i d+i e+ •

4. By using the formula *

|-Q,6,C;-|_ r(d)r(e)r(s) rd-c,e-c,s;l
3 2 L d,e J r(c)r(s+a)r(s + b)3 2 L s + a,s+b _ ] ' ( '

where s=d + e-a-b -c, to transform the three series in (3.4), we can derive a relation
equivalent to

d(d-lH6-d-l)(a-e)(b-e){G-e)Fa_it+-e[e-l)(d-e-l)(a-d){b-d){c-d)Fi+tt_

=de(d-e)[(d + e-1)(be + ca + ab) -(2de-d-e + l)(a + b +c)

+ (d + e)(d - l )(e -1) +de -2abc]F (4.2)

* See Bailey (1), § 3.2.
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This can also be easily derived directly by the method of this paper. Perhaps it is worth
mentioning the formulae

a(d+e-a-b-c-l)Fa+-(d-a)(e-a)Fa_

= [a(2d + 2e-2a-b-c-l)-de+bc]F, (4.3)

e(e-l)(d+e-a-b-c-l)Fe_-(a-e)(b-e)(c-e)Fe+

=e[(e -l)(d + e -1) - (a + b +c)(2e -1) +bc +ca +ab +e2]F (4.4)

d(d-l)(e-a)Fa_td_-a(b-d)(c-d)Fa+_d+ .

=d[(d-l){e-a)-bc+ca + ab~ad]F, (4.5)

the last of which can be derived from (4.3) by using (4.1).
From these results further relations can be found by transforming the series by means

of (1.3) and (4.1). I t would be a very tedious process to obtain some of these results directly
by the general method of this paper.

5. Similar results are true for series of any order. For example, for the function

4 H e,f,9 ]'
the following results are true :

(i) There is a homogeneous linear relation between any five contiguous functions,
(ii) When x=l, there is a homogeneous linear relation between any four contiguous

functions.
(iii) When x=l and the parameters are such that Se-Za=2, there is a homogeneous

linear relation connecting Fa+< b_, F and Fa_i b+.
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